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Expanded line of fast, powerful cleaners, degreasers, general maintenance and metalworking
products enhances productivity and minimizes downtime
11 products developed specifically to meet the demand for strength and speed
Wheeling, IL — Eleven industrial strength products, formulated for a variety of maintenance and
production applications, are now available from Slide Products, Inc.
Fast-working and strong to maximize productivity, these cleaners, degreasers, lubricants, rust
preventives and more are available in aerosol for convenience, or in bulk for even greater economy.
Super Grease is a NLGI #2 grease that is FDA approved, USDA rated and USDA listed H1. Silicone
Spray Lube, formulated with FDA approved silicone, has thousands of uses including machinery,
hinges, locks, windows and more. Penetrant Plus®, a multi-purpose penetrating oil, quickly frees rustfrozen parts and lubricates.
Glass & Plastic Cleaner has a special "FOAMACTION"™ formulation that works fast on glass, mirrors,
plastic, tile chrome, metal, etc. without leaving a film or residue. Veri-Kleen contact and metal cleaner is
ideal for circuit boards, tape heads, motors and metal cleaning applications. Bare Metal cleaner and
degreaser is an extremely powerful cleaner that removes the worst grease and grime, right down to the
metal, without wiping.
To protect metal, NO-RUST® neutralizes and prevents rust, protecting metal up to 5 years under normal
conditions. For cutting, drilling, sawing, threading, tapping and more, Cutting Oil is the ideal general
purpose metalworking oil. Tap-It® produces cleaner, higher-quality tapped threads. And Thin-Line®
Blue layout ink won't break when crossing and will not melt or disintegrate when cutting only lines.
ADD=HERE is an ideal multi-purpose adhesive. It can be used to create both temporary and permanent
bonds.
-More-

Founded in 1953, Slide Products, Inc., an environmentally conscious manufacturer, makes mold
releases, cleaners, rust preventives and more.
For a trial sample of Slide’s products and a catalog go to www.slideproducts.com, or contact Slide
Products, 1-800-323-6433; Fax: 1-800-756-7986; Email: info@slideproducts.com.

